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Mrs. Fixitsays"It's just that simple!"Clueless about caulking your bathtub or replacing a phone
jack? Think fixing a leaky faucet or hanging a window valance are jobs for the experts only? Let
Mrs. Fixit give you the tools to tackle hundreds of home repairs on your own. On every page of
this easy-to-use household companion, television's hugely popular handywoman lays out fast,
easy, money-saving tips and step-by-step instructions forsimple repair jobs for every room in
your house or apartmentstorage and organizational tips with professional resultsquick fixes and
surprising solutions to everyday household problems.



When you hear “electrical,” do you think “way-too-technical?”Are you up in the air over treating
those household odors?Does the thought of snaking a drain send you slithering?Do you feel
cornered when cleaning those awkward spaces?MRS. FIXIT™takes the mystery and expense
out of hundreds of home repair jobs—all those little tasks that you really can fix on your own—in
this essential guide to making your home more comfortable, more functional, and just plain more
livable. With this handy collection of easy-to-follow instructions and invaluable tips, Mrs. FIXIT
proves that many home repairs need not be complicated or costly and can be accomplished in
no time flat.It’s just that simple!™

Please note: I hope these tips help in your home repairs. However, total success cannot be
guaranteed in every case. Please exercise caution when using chemicals and other products
presented in this book. Practice workshop safety and be careful around tools. Make sure to read
and follow all information contained on product labels with care. Terri McGraw, McGraw Media,
and Pocket Books hereby disclaim any liability and damages from the use and/or misuse of any
product, formula, or application presented in this book.The sale of this book without its cover is
unauthorized. If you purchased this book without a cover, you should be aware that it was
reported to the publisher as “unsold and destroyed.” Neither the author nor the publisher has
received payment for the sale of this “stripped book.”An Original Publication of POCKET
BOOKSPOCKET BOOKS, a division of Simon & Schuster, Inc.1230 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10020Copyright © 2001 by Terri McGrawAll rights reserved, including the right to
reproduce this book or portions thereof in any form whatsoever.For information address Pocket
Books, 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020First Pocket Books trade paperback
printing November 200110 9 8 7 6 5 4For information regarding special discounts for bulk
purchases, please contact Simon & Schuster Special Sales at 1-800-456-6798 or
business@simonandschuster.comCover design by Jeanne M. Lee; front cover photo by Greg
WeinerPrinted in the U.S.A.
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IntroductionPeople are always asking how I came up with the idea for Mrs. FIXIT. “It’s simple,” I
tell them, “I’m married to Mr. Break-it!” My husband is very successful on his own merit, but when
it comes to home repairs and fixing things around the house, he’s more apt to be called Mr. Hire-
it-out! So, after a few years of trying to schedule hired workers to come in to fix things—and
watching expenses mount—I decided to try and make a go of it myself, to save some money and
fix things according to my own time. That’s how the idea for Mrs. FIXIT was born.I had an interest
in fixing things, but no building or contracting background. But then again, neither did my dad,
and he sure was Mr. FIXIT when I was growing up! My father could fix anything, and I loved to
watch him work. In fact, I always hoped he’d ask me to help. Hearing the words “Could you hand
me that socket wrench?” or “How about grabbing that Phillips head for me?” was joy to me. I
loved being Dad’s assistant! My mom had her own specialty too. She could get the crud off a
burnt pan like there was no tomorrow, clean the mineral deposits off the inside of an old tea
kettle with no scrubbing, or brew up a nontoxic cleaner for just about anything. She had a



remedy for just about everything!It wasn’t until I married “Mr. Break-it” and got so fed up with
hiring out and wasting money on repairs that looked relatively simple that I decided to roll up my
sleeves and try it myself. At first there was always a call in to Dad or Mom for advice, but once I
got going there was no stopping me! Sure I had some goofs. I forgot the washer on that
showerhead, and yep, you guessed it, water started squirting and spraying all over the
bathroom! I didn’t think to turn off the water supply when the toilet overflowed—what a mess that
was. And I still cringe when I think of how I stripped the original finish off of that valuable antique
rocker. I was so proud of the job I was doing I didn’t stop to realize that I was devaluing the piece
with each scrape. But there were successes, too—many of them—and as they mounted I started
telling friends what I’d fixed. Of course they had a lot of the same problems I had, and I was
happy to pass on my newfound expertise. I was thrilled when they came back and proudly
reported their successes. And all of them said the same thing: I can’t believe how simple it was!
That’s when I started producing television news segments on easy home repairs, hoping to
spread the word and empower all those who thought they had to wait for someone else to come
to their rescue. Originally, I thought my easy home repair and household tips would appeal to
women only, but during my first convention I really got an eye opener. Setting up my Mrs. FIXIT
booth the day before the convention opened, I turned around and saw that I was surrounded by
union guys and contractors setting up other booths. Now, these guys are hard-core FIXITs. Every
one of them had a tool belt with at least one power tool hanging from it! Some of these guys
probably had been swinging a hammer longer than I’d been alive. I felt so intimidated! But there I
was, with one of my best friends who agreed to help me for the weekend, setting up and
constructing my booth. We heard laughter as they watched us. And when the sign for “Mrs.
FIXIT’s Easy Home Repair” went up and they offered to give us a hand, I was sure I could read
their minds: “What does she know about home repair?”Well, I don’t take a challenge very lightly,
so I set out to prove them wrong. As the convention got under way and the demo tape rolled with
Mrs. FIXIT segments, I started to capture their attention. And something happened. First one guy
watched. Then another. And then another. It seemed as though a chain reaction was taking
place. One FIXIT saw a useful tip, and he told his friend, who told his friend, who told another …
and by the end of the convention, those guys were coming by to talk tools and tips! I had tips
that even handy tool belt guys found useful. That’s when I realized Mrs. FIXIT isn’t just for the do-
it-yourself wanna-be—it’s for everyone!When Groups and Home Shows began asking for Mrs.
FIXIT appearances I was able to answer questions in person. And what questions! First they
ranged from home repairs to household tips, but then I started to get unusual requests, like the
young man who asked me about his problems with his girlfriend. I told him I’d love to give him
some advice, but I wasn’t Mrs. FIX-UP! I guess sometimes it isn’t just that simple! Then there
was the boy who asked me how to get stains off his hog! I wasn’t sure what he was asking at
first, but after some clarification I found out that this youngster had stains on his pet hog, which
he enters in competitions. I don’t have much experience with hogs, but I was able to come up
with some remedies so that the boy was happy and so was I! It seems that even children can



identify with Mrs. FIXIT. My son’s friends and neighborhood children think Mrs. FIXIT can fix
anything. They come with their broken bike chains, toys, and baseball gloves in need of
softening, and, of course, I can’t let them down!The key to Mrs. FIXIT’s success is versatility and
simplicity. I’m not an expert in the field of home repair, but I’ve learned through trial and error.
And so can you. That’s where this book comes in. Mrs. FIXIT’s Easy Home Repair is designed to
offer help and suggestions to all potential do-it-yourselfers out there. It will show you how to
tackle the small problems that you have in and around your home, but don’t know exactly how to
fix. From defogging your bathroom mirror and removing carpet stains to caulking your tub and
repairing a leaky faucet, this book will show you just how easy it is to become a FIXIT Let me
help save you time and money with quick and easy-to-follow household tips and home repairs.
Remember, with Mrs. FIXIT by your side it really is … just that simple!

1Everything in Its PlaceSTORAGE AND ORGANIZATIONStorage and OrganizationCLEAR
HANGING SHOE BAGSLAZY SUSANSIf you’re always digging through shelves to find what
you’re looking for, here are a couple of things that you can use for extra, easy-to-see
storage.Idea 1If you’re always losing your keys, hang a see-through shoe organizer near the
back door. You can throw the keys in one of the compartments and use the others for organizing
gloves, cell phones, outgoing mail, or anything else you need by the door.Idea 2You can also
hang these from the back seat of your car. There won’t be any more reaching around to find your
child’s toys. Snacks, toys, napkins—everything is right where your child can reach it so you can
concentrate on the road.Idea 3Another easy way to organize crowded shelves is to invest in a
couple of tiered lazy Susans. You can stack items on the shelves and spin it around to see
everything easily. These work especially well in the kitchen for spices and in the bathroom for
makeup and medications.Utility ClosetSHOWER CADDYMOP AND BROOM CLAMPSSKIRT
HANGERPLASTIC BAG DISPENSERSMALL BRASS HOOKSSMALL PAPER CLAMPSDoes it
take you twice as long to find things in your utility closet because it’s stuffed with clutter? Here
are some easy fixes to organize your closet.Idea 1A portable shower caddy is perfect for
carrying around your cleaning supplies, and it fits neatly on a shelf in the closet.Idea 2Pick up
some mop and broom clamps and install them on your closet door. Then mops and brooms will
be right there when you need them.Idea 3If you have an overflow of paper and plastic grocery
bags, here’s a quick fix: Stack paper bags and clamp them with a skirt hanger to keep them
together and out of the way. For plastic bags, purchase a bag storage dispenser. The bags stuff
easily into the top of the dispenser and pull out one at a time from the bottom.Idea 4Small brass
hooks can be screwed in along the side of the closet for hanging things like feather dusters. And
if you hook a small paper clamp to the wall, you can easily hang rubber gloves.Easy
StorageWOODEN SHELVESUTILITY SHELVINGEXTRA CLOTHES RODSILVERWARE
ORGANIZERPLASTIC SHOE BOXESStorage space—you can never have enough. If you’re
short on space, I have some great ideas to help you.Tip 1Look for potential storage space when
you buy furniture. A great wooden trunk stores extra blankets, games, or clothes, and can double



as a coffee table.Tip 2If you have a closet you don’t use for clothes, fill it with shelves. Attach
brackets into the sides of the closet and lay shelves across. They give you lots of extra space,
and everything will be easy to find.Tip 3If you have a deep closet, pull the clothes rack closer to
the front and put some utility shelving behind the clothes. Use an upper and lower bar for twice
as much clothes storage.Tip 4Use an old silverware organizer in the bathroom or bedroom to
organize brushes, combs, bobby pins, razor blades, and all sorts of other things that clutter your
space.Tip 5If your shoes are in a big pile in the bottom of your closet, buy some plastic shoe
boxes. They’re inexpensive, shoes fit perfectly inside, and you can stack them neatly.Cabinet
StorageSCREW HOOKS1 × 2 BOARDSFLAT BOARDSWOOD GLUEHAMMER AND
NAILSWIRE SHELVESHave you ever tried to take a pan out of your cabinet and everything falls
out with it? Well, if you have, these next few tips will help you.Idea 1To alleviate clutter, use large
hooks; screw them into the back of the cabinet door. These come in handy for hanging small
pots and lids.Idea 2Install vertical shelves across half of the cabinet to store baking dishes or
cookie sheets. Cut some brackets for the bottom and the back out of 1-by-2-inch wooden
boards, and buy some flat boards to put between the brackets. These dividers get rid of the
need to stack things, and you’ll always know where to find your belongings.Idea 3Get a couple
of wire shelving units (you can pick them up just about anywhere). They fit easily into the
cupboard and eliminate the need for stacking things in the cabinet.Kitchen OrganizingMETAL
FILE RACKSFOIL AND WRAP ORGANIZERSCREWDRIVERSILVERWARE DIVIDERPLASTIC
GARBAGE BAG TIESAn organized kitchen is a lot easier to work in, but the task of sorting it out
may seem daunting.Tip 1Cookie sheets and baking dishes piled in a heap? Get extra space and
easy-to-see storage by investing in a couple of metal file racks. Pick them up at any office supply
store. Just slip the rack into your cupboard and put your baking dishes in between the dividers.
Neat and easy!Tip 2Do you feel you’re short on drawer space? Look around. Do you have a
drawer dedicated to plastic wraps and foil? If so, pick up a foil and wrap organizer. It screws
easily into the inside of a cabinet door, keeping the wraps organized and freeing up drawer
space.Tip 3If you have a drawer in the kitchen cluttered with pens, scissors, paper clips, and
other stuff, grab an old silverware divider. Those items will fit neatly into the silverware sections
so you can find them.Tip 4If your appliance cords get all tangled in the cabinet, use some plastic
garbage bag ties to secure them. They twist easily around your coiled-up cord.Organizing
InstructionsMAGNETIC PHOTO ALBUMPLASTIC WRAPBAG CLIPIf your recipes and project
instructions are all messy and in disarray, I have some easy ways to organize and protect
them.Tip 1Put your recipes or project ideas into a magnetic photo album. It’s easy to organize
them because the pages can be taken out and moved as you add more ideas under a certain
topic. Plus, if you splatter something, you can wipe off the plastic pages.Tip 2If you don’t have
your instructions in a photo album, try putting a piece of plastic wrap over them. This will protect
the pages, too.Tip 3If you’re working from an instruction booklet and can’t seem to keep it open,
grab a bag clip. This will hold the pages open to where you need them, and you can clip your
plastic wrap in there, too. Plus, if you need those directions at eye level, just hang the clip from a



hook on the wall.String StorageHOOKSPEGBOARDMESH BASKETTOWEL BARTOILET
PAPER DISPENSERPLASTIC UTILITY BASKETString—it gets unraveled and turns into a huge
knotted mess! Here are some ways to keep it organized.Idea 1Place two hooks near each other
on a pegboard and hang a mesh basket from them. Put your string in the basket and thread the
end through one of the holes in the basket. This way, you can just pull the string as you need it.
Put another hook right next to the dispenser, and you can hang your scissors so you always
know where they are!Idea 2Try attaching a toilet paper dispenser to the wall. Put the string onto
the roll and pull it out. For several rolls of string, hang a towel bar; you can line the rolls up side
by side.Idea 3If you use string all around your house, pick up a small plastic utility basket. Line
the rolls of string side by side in the basket. Thread a dowel, wire, or plastic straw through the
basket and the rolls. Tape or clip the ends to hold them in place. Now thread each roll of string
through the holes in the side of the basket. The basket can be moved easily, so you don’t have a
big mess, and you can store a pair of scissors or a measuring tape behind the
string.OrganizingTHREE-RING BINDERSPHOTO BOXESSHOE BOXESFIREPROOF
BOXDoes it seem like the piles of papers and pictures are never-ending at your house? If so, I
have some easy ideas to help.Idea 1Sort out all of those repair bills and warranties and store
them in a three-ring binder. You’ll always know where they are when you need them, and if you
take a minute to write the phone numbers of repair people, then you won’t have to lug out that
big phone book every time you need a number. This also works well for medical records.Idea 2If
you don’t want to put your pictures into albums, just invest in some photo boxes. They store your
photos neatly and in order. If you don’t want to buy a bunch of these, try shoe boxes, which are
the same size.Idea 3Store your negatives in a fireproof box. This way, if you ever have a fire, your
precious family memories will be safe!Paint StorageGLASS
JARPAINTBRUSHMARKERALUMINUM FOILWAXED PAPERSCISSORSCLOTHPLASTIC
WRAPRUBBER MALLETStoring paint is one of those things that you’re never sure you’re doing
right. Here are some easy tips to keep your paint fresh for the next time you need it.Idea 1If there
isn’t enough paint left to justify storing the can, pour the excess into an old glass jar. You can see
the color and amount left through the glass, and it will be on hand for touch-ups.Idea 2If you’re
storing your paint in the can, just mark the level of the paint on the outside. Also, swipe the
paintbrush over the top so you will know the color.Idea 3To prevent a skin from forming on your
paint while it’s in storage, put the can on a sheet of waxed paper or aluminum foil and trace the
size. Cut out the circle and place it directly on the surface of the paint inside the can. This will
protect the paint and keep it fresh. Storing the cans upside down will accomplish the same
thing.Idea 4Protect yourself from paint splatters when you’re closing paint cans by covering the
top with a cloth or some plastic wrap. Then tap all the way around the lid with a rubber mallet.
This will seal the can tightly but won’t dent it like a hammer would.
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momdad23, “Nice gift for new homeowner.. Gave this as a gift to a new homeowner friend. She
really enjoys this informational book and the photos to help her around the house.”

Michael McLaughlin, “No Joke. Our daughter & son-in-law just purchased their first home & have
been busy with painting and typical home owner repairs. I purchased the book as a gag gift for
them - however, they refer to this book all the time for remedies and they work!! I would
recommend this book to anyone who owns a house - a lot of the information is very basic and
well defined and will save you $$$ money in the long run.”

stuart trust, “Fessing Up. As a very busy physician who relaxes by reading, I recently confessed
to watching and enjoying cooking shows on T.V. while on my treadmill. Lo and behold many of
the other docs in our lounge 'fessed up' to the same habit and we shared a laugh. Well, double
Lo and behold, when I recently fessed up to reading and rereading "Mrs Fixit home repair" and
using it as a reference scource for so many "diddly" household chores it created a stir. Several
other docs (all male) bought the book and agree that this will someday be a "Dr. Spocks" for the
household challenged.  Lots of fun and very useful.”

Rick Bowley, “Good Fixins. 1000 words are not enough to tell you how wonderful this book is.
The only book in the house that is used more is the phone book.Everyone in the family has been
empowered to fix something. As the father of three teens, it's nice to have my children willing to
handle household repairs on their own. Now, when I say you broke it, you fix it, the only question
is "where's Mrs. Fixit?"I would recommend this book to everyone and have.”

A loyal fan, “Perfect reference tool!. I have been a loyal fan of Mrs. FIXIT for several years, I enjoy
her news segments and refer to her website often to solve problems around my home. This
book is great, I moved into a new home a few weeks ago and can't even say how many times
I've used this book already.  Way to go Mrs. FIXIT!!!”

The book by Terri McGraw has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 10 people have provided feedback.
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